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The benefits of Mindfulness

‘Mindfulness means paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally’ (John Kabat Zinn).
‘At its most basic it is about becoming familiar with your own mind, learning to be aware, awake and
present in each moment of your life; and learning to relate in a completely new way to any difficulties in
your life’ (Present Minds).
‘Its central aim is the relief of suffering and the uncovering of our essential nature’ (Saki Santorelli).
‘Research shows that mindfulness helps to stabilise our moods, improve sleep, reduce anxiety, deepen
concentration, and improve self-compassion’ (Brown et al. 2007).
‘Research on the benefits of mindfulness in the workplace demonstrated increased job performance, job
satisfaction, improved work-life balance, and enhanced focus & concentration’ (Rebb & Atkins 2015).
‘What flows through your mind sculpts your brain. Thus you can use your mind to change your brain for
the better – which will benefit your whole being’ (Dr Rick Hanson).
‘The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new eyes’ (Marcel
Proust).
CALMER - Acronym for the benefits of mindfulness (Dunkley,2018)







Compassion - reducing negative berating thinking and becoming kinder towards ourselves
Awareness - increasing our awareness and being able to see the bigger picture
Lucid – seeing things with clarity and openness and communicating our truth
Measured – considered in our response and able to be the observer of our actions
Empowered – connecting to our personal power and prioritising our self-care
Responsive - becoming more responsive and considered in our actions rather than reactive
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